
 
 
 

WEEKLY LESSON PLANS 

Teacher: K.Cooke Course: Eng2/Academic Strats Period(s): ½ Block    Week of: 4/9/18-4/1318 
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Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Unit Learning 

Goals 

1) Determine the central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over the course of the text, including how it is introduced, shaped and 

refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text. 

2) Determine the central or main ideas of a text and analyze in detail its development over the course of the text. 

3) Analyze how an author’s ideas or claims are developed and refined by particular sentences, paragraphs, or larger portions of text 

4) Cite strong and through textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text 



 
 
 

WEEKLY LESSON PLANS 

Daily Learning 

Goal 

1)Students will be able to 

understand how to use and 

apply the INFER strategy 

when trying to comprehend 

a piece of text  

2) Students will be able to 

Define  and identify 

Clarifying Questions , 

predicting questions, big 

picture questions, and 

factual questions 

3)Students will be able to 

apply the INFER strategy 

when answering Predicting 

, Big Picture, Clarifying 

and Factual Questions to 

text in any subject area 
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1)Students will be able to understand 

how to use and apply the INFER 

strategy when trying to comprehend 

a piece of text  

2) Students will be able to Define  

and identify Clarifying Questions , 

predicting questions, big picture 

questions, and factual questions 

3)Students will be able to apply the 

INFER strategy when answering 

Predicting , Big Picture, Clarifying 

and Factual Questions to text in any 

subject area 

 

 



 
 
 

WEEKLY LESSON PLANS 

Activities: 

Bellwork: Lesson 12 

Vocabulary 

synonym/antonym match 

 

- Class discussion 

on generalization 

on inference 

strategy  

- Guided practice 

with a grade level 

science text 

 Bellwork: Lesson 12 

Vocabulary Linear Array 

 

- Class discussion 

on generalization 

on inference 

strategy  

- Guided practice with 

a grade level science 

text 

Bellwork: Lesson 12 

Vocabulary Practice Quiz 

 

- Class discussion 

on generalization 

on inference 

strategy  

Guided practice with 

a grade level science 

text 

 Bellwork: Lesson 12 Vocabulary 

Kahoot Review 

 

- Class discussion on 

generalization on inference 

strategy  

Guided practice with a grade level 

science text  

- Make up work 

Bellwork: Compound Words #1 

and 2 

 

 

- Vocabulary test 

- Make up work 

- Compound work 

worksheet  

 
 



 
 
 

WEEKLY LESSON PLANS 

Classwork / 

Homework 

Whole Group: 
Vocabulary Review 
Synonym/ Antonym 
Match 
   

-Discuss Generalization 

 Make students 
aware of necessity 
of applying 
inference strategy in 
a purposeful 
manner 

 Make students 
aware of 
situations/circumsta
nces where 
inference strategy 
can be used 
 

-Handout a reading from 
their 10th grade science 
class 
-Look at reading together 
-Walk through inference 
steps on their science text 
-Identify questions types 
-find clues in passage 
-answer questions 
together as a class 
-continue emphasizing 
how this strategy can be 
used with any reading 
where they have to 
answer questions on the 
text  
 

 

 

 

Whole Group: Review 
Vocabulary Linear Arrays 
 
Independent: 

 

Continue  Generalization 

 Make students aware 
of necessity of 
applying inference 
strategy in a 
purposeful manner 

 Make students aware 
of 
situations/circumstan
ces where inference 
strategy can be used 

-Handout reading from 
their 10th grade science “ 
Sea Urchins 
-complete independently 
using the inference Strat 
 

Whole Group:  

Review Vocabulary 

Lesson 12 Practice Quiz 

 

 

Continue  Generalization 

 Make students aware 
of necessity of 
applying inference 
strategy in a 
purposeful manner 

 Make students aware 
of 
situations/circumstan
ces where inference 
strategy can be used 

- Review and Grade 
Handout reading from their 
10th grade science “Sea 
Urchins” 
 
Begin 2nd Generalization 
Reading for Inference 
Strategy:  
 

 Newspaper 
Editorial on a 
sports team- “Alley 
Cats” 
 

 
 

Whole group:   

Lesson 12 Vocabulary Kahoot 

Review Game 

 

Complete Reading and using 

inference strategy on article “Alley 

Cats” 

Turn in to be graded by teacher  

 

Opportunity for Improvement: 

-Complete any make-up work need 

for class 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Whole group:  

 

Go over Vocabulary Words 

Lesson 12 

 

Take Vocabulary Lesson 12 Test 

 

Complete worksheet “Compound 

Words 1 and 2 

 

Finish any lingering make up 

work 

 

 



 
 
 

WEEKLY LESSON PLANS 

Standards or 

Frameworks: 

LAFS.910.SL1.1 

LAFS.910.WHST.2.5 

LAFS.910.SL.26 

LAFS.910.RI.3.7 

LAFS.910.RI.1.1  

LAFS.910.RL.1.1 
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